QUAKE, Stephen, Genome Applications in Medicine, Stanford CVI, May 28, 2013

HHMI
Bioengr, Applied Physics at Stanford

This is a noon  Cardio Vascular Institute= CVI lecture
on Tuesday May 28 at Stanford in Li Ka Shing Center.

Quake: Genome  in Nature Biotech in 2009

did 90 megabases per hour.

this was the first single molecule  DNA sequencer...

in  2009  cost to sequence Steve himself was 48,000 bucks
 tech = Helicos machine runs  4 only
authors of paper = 3
coverage was 28X

now can slice another zero off of the reagent cost =  
 abt 4,000 bucks in reagents today to do whole human seq.

2-3M  SNP differences btwn  humans...
looking for the gene for CHUTZPAH!
(in the intersection of  Watson, Quake and Venter...)  big laugh.

but look at Nicholas Wade (sci writer for) NYT critique in  June 12, 2010
" a decade later, genetic map, but no ... clinical results"

important application: invasive prenatal diagnosis!
 got interested when he became a father...

eg looking for  fetal aneuploidy and chromosomal disorders :
affectst 9 out of 1000 live births.

his own unborn daughter was subjected to the risks of amniocentesis
his own unborn son... transcervical.. procedure (on his wife)...

but see work by P Mandel and  P Metais...

there are fetal cells floating around in moms blood... 
there is dna and rna floating around from baby...
cells have apoptosed and (dead cells release)  DNA/ RNA in mom's blood.

Jim Wainscoat paper:  presence of fetal DNA in maternal plasma  in Lancet in 1997
use PCR to amplify...

eg  women preg with male baby have some  Y chromosome in their blood
note this was 50 years after the first paper...
(replace invasive sampling by sampling blood of mom)

a universal method for non-invasive detection of aneuploidy...
just a few percent of DNA in blood of mom is from baby...

say, baby has Down's syndrome..
trisomy 21...  just count a lot to see difference in count  
(SNRatio  is proportional. to  sqrt N)

did experiment:  (work done by Christina Fan)

see obvious separation btwn  trisomy 21 fetuses and  disomy 21 fetuses... NO overlap!
N = 21 women;  9 of which were T21 = trisomy 21.
obvious diff. in blood!

also easy to see  trisomy 13 and 18...  ... easy popout in data... published in 2008;
many academic and commercial trials
counting  molecules worked great...
now avaialbe  in clinic... last year  100K women  in US tested
300K women in China were tested!
moved v fast in 5 years  from initial test to clinic.

****************
microdeletions often de Novo...
eg DiGeorge syndrome
3Mbp deletion
causes mental retardation, cardiac defects, lack of thymus,  hypoparathyroid and cleft palate
critical  Tbxs1  gene...


look at chromosome  22 and see obvious  deletion
(regularly see meaningless absences at centromere)

how abt individual SNPs...
try counting principle applied to SNPS
look at  entire  EXOME  (coding part of genome)

look  at minor allele fraction:eg  at 10 to 20%...
see a peak where  mom is homozy and fetus is heterozyg
can also see peak where mom is heterozy and baby is homozyg...

how good is  ROC curve...=> great... easy discrim...  .999  true positive  and  .001  false positive...

look at metabolic and immune disorders... 
 eg  make sure baby is eating right food and has right enviro...
since these are 3rd trimester tests...
******************
how abt heart transplants
>  2K  heart xplants per year in USA.
1 yr survival in men is 88% and 7_% in femals.

suppose person gets a heart xplant...
(now have a mix of  " red and green"  dna in the blood
(from  pt and from his  xplant heart)
if  heart is damaged, now may get more  heart DNA into blood.


PNAS 2011:  universal noninvasive detection of rejection by sequencing...
can easily see  Grade 3A rejection by virtue of  increase in donor DNA...
get 83% sensitivity and specificity
cell free DNA  pretty easly calls rejection with the next couple of months.
*************
does it generalize to other organs
heart is 260 grams
lungs  420 g on R and 380 g on left
liver weights  1.2 kg.
*******************

Metagenomics:  eg  dna from  bacgteria,  viruses, fungus in blood  by BLAST;

herpes viruses in xplant  recipients...

look at virome of pts  on immune suppressive drugs...
eg  tacrolimus
and look at dose of Valganciclovir (antiviral)
obvious that  titer of viruses drops with incr dose of  antiviral drug...

obvious that  herpesvirus is direclty related to  dose of  antiviral
as the antiviral are tapered after a few months the herpesvirus titer rises
(interestingly,  Hvirus drops  u get more  Anellovirus  (? occupying the same niche)
is it a competition in the virome?

anellovirus load predicts immune competence...

the people who are  really immunsuppressed have higher titers of  anellovirus

***********************
how many antibodies are there?  in total
in principle perhaps  10**10  naive antibodies
eg  10**8 B cells in mice and  abt 10**10  B cells in humans 
that provides an absolute upper limit.

but after "selection"  how many Abxs are left... perhaps  10,000  (from Coh in 1970s)
but what is the multiplicity and distrib of Abx frequencies?

use zebrafish as a model system...
has  abt 200,000 B cells

from "bass-o-matic to sequence)
bass-o-matic... he shows  entire  fish in blender...

see bass-omatic with dan akroyd on hulu...

animal rights people  were miffed...
liquidizing  goldfish is  a crime...  in scandanavia...


can estimate the total # of Abxs in fish...


do  VDJ abundance...  in PNAS 2011...

he shows cumulative  Abx sequences pub on NCBI
now 10s of thousand
see Josh Weinstein  paper
massive  number seq in zebrafish  (great if u'r a zebrafish... laugh)
*************
but,  must separate out  true vs  spurious  Abx  mRNA molcules
they use  Illumina  HiSeq...

use barcodes... put random  barcodes onto  each molecule...

so, the real ones  have multiple copies  of the barcode
as opposed to the artifacts...
when u throw out artifacts it cuts it down by 90%...can look at isotype distribution by  amount
or by diversity  (IgMs are the most diverse)
abundance ... 1/3 each of IgM,   IgG and IgE...

do the same Abxs  come back  over time  (or r they difft)
...  interesting dynamic behavior over time...

DNA, you know, is Midas' gold... Everyone who touches it goes mad... Maurice Wilkins.

Sean Wu Q:  how abt single cell genomes  (in humans)
YES  but how much do u want to spend...



